Welcome

NEW PATHWAYS OF EMPOWERMENT AND TRANSFORMATION: MOVING THE DIAL ON RACE, CLASS AND JUSTICE STRATEGIES

Since 2007, our BRIDGE mission has been “promoting mutual understanding and respect among diverse groups serving as a resource to both local institutions and the community at large. We serve as catalysts for change and integration through collaboration, education, training, dialogue, fellowship and advocacy.”

Through a 360 degree perspective on community and civic participation, BRIDGE has designed a holistic approach to community and public health. BRIDGE’s goal is to impact hearts, minds and behaviors that result in positive cultural shifts and systemic changes in policy, law and practice towards a more just, safe and equitable society.

Scholarship & Arts in Action

Sunday
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**Panelist:**
- **Dr. Tracey Benson**
  - Twitter: @DrTraceyBenson
  - IG: drtraceybenson
  - Facebook: tracey.benson.71
  - LinkedIn: traceyabenson

**Panelist:**
- **Jonathan Andrew Perez, Esq.**
  - Twitter: @hilliconjustice
  - IG: hillicon_justice
  - LinkedIn: PerezJonathan2020

**Panelist:**
- **Dana Brownlee**
  - IG: danabrownlee
  - LinkedIn: danabrownlee

**Panelist:**
- **Samantha Calamari**
  - LinkedIn: Samantha Calamari

**Panelist:**
- **Dr. Asma Abbas**
  - IG: @hircosa
  - Facebook: Hic Rosa Collective

**Twitter:** @BRIDGE413
**IG:** #Newpathways2020
**Facebook:** multiculturalbridge.org
**LinkedIN:** multiculturalbridge.org
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Sponsored by the Levine Foundation

multiculturalbridge.org
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Moonlight Mile Art Auction by Brilliant Artists and Art Activists! Support BRIDGE now & make a bid!

Please visit Only in My Dreams store/website to purchase fundraising boxes for the holidays, reparations & COVID-times!

Restorative Justice Boxes at Only In My Dreams Events, LLC

Our Sponsors
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Building Bridges: Safety & Justice
- Towards Racial Justice and Equity in the Berkshires, est. 2009
- Women to Women, est. 2009
- Positive Education & Diversity Leadership: Happiness Toolbox, est. 2009
- Sovereignty and Sustainability, est. COVID 2020

Training & Education: Integration and Innovation
- Cultural Competence Foundations
- Inclusive Leadership
- Systems of Oppression: Class, Race and Gender
- Access to Coaching & Consulting on Equity & Inclusion (DREA and JEDI) Strategy
- New Pathways, est. 2020

Special Love to the BRIDGE conference team!

IV Hampton-VanSant, Digital Strategist
Don'tea Smith, Executive Assistant
Maya Richards, Justice and Sustainability Coordinator
Stephanie Wright, Engagement Coordinator and Lead Educator
Elle Yeo, Business and Accounts Manager

With
Gwendolyn VanSant, CEO and Founding Director
Dr. Emily Williams, Special Projects, Development
Asante Renee, Lead Facilitator/Conference Coordinator
BRIDGE volunteers
BRIDGE Board & Accountability

...And to our BRIDGE Board of Directors!

Ari Cameron, Co-chair
Jeff Lowenstein, Co-chair-elect (2021)
Rev. Sloan Letman IV, Vice Chair Development
Veronica Jacobson Fenton, Esq., Governance Chair
Steve Glick, Finance Chair
Gabriela Cruz

Lara Setti, MD
MaryAnn Norris
Erica Barreto, incoming 2021
Alexis Claytor, incoming 2021
Elizabeth Adams, incoming 2021
With CEO Gwendolyn VanSant, Founding Director

Email: gwendolyn.hvs@multiculturalbridge.org
Twitter: @gwendolynhvs
@BRIDGE413
IG: friends-of-bridge and bridge-413
Website: gwendolynvansant.com
Multiculturalbridge.org
Tags/handles: #practicingequity
#newpathways2020
#bridge413
Facebook, LinkedIN